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SUBJECT: ENERGY SUPPORT SAMPLES 
  

 
Top Health  Recommended  

ENERGY SUPPORT WILD ORANGE 

ENERGY SUPPORT PEPPERMINT 
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Note:  Before use, please make sure there isn’t any water on your skin or hands. (Oil + Water don’t mix!)       

WILD ORANGE:  A beautiful cleansing oil that supports toxin elimination from the body, stimulates the 
lymphatic system, eases anxiety, and uplifts the mood.  Its powerful aroma is SO energizing!  It is also called 
the “oil of abundance” – it fosters creativity, supports a positive mood, and restores physical energy.  

- Add 2-4 drops in diffuser to help boost mood and improve overall happiness of the room. 
- Rub 1-2 drops into palms, inhale deeply to invigorate mind and body. 
- Mix 1-2 drops with raw honey for immune-boosting benefits. 
- Add 1-2 drops to water glass (must use GLASS not plastic) to help soothe irritated throat and 

boost immune system. 
- Add 3-5 drops to laundry/mop bucket/any cleaning solution to BOOST cleaning! 

PEPPERMINT:  One of the most daily used essential oils ever.  It is hugely beneficial in promoting regular 
body temperatures, support for head tension, soothing tummy upset, instant focus, and 1000 other things! 

- Add 1 drop peppermint and 1 drop wild orange in palms, rub together, and inhale deeply for an 
instant pick-me-up! 
Add a drop to glass of water (must be glass, not plastic!) to combat bloated or gassy or upset 
stomach. 

- For total invigoration, take a drop on your thumb, place on the roof of your mouth, and inhale! 
- Massage a drop into temples and/or back of neck to relieve tension. 
- Apply down the bridge of nose to open airways. 
- Apply 1 drop to back of neck to cool down instantly & increase energy. 



 

Welcome to dōTERRA! 

I am SO excited that you have started your essential oil journey!   

These oils & products will change your body, mind & life if you let them. 

TURN THIS NOTE OVER, FOR INFO ON YOUR SAMPLES 

I will be contacting you in a few days, to see how you’re enjoying the samples! 

Please only use one sample at a time, so we know what essential oil works best for you! 

If you have any questions at all, please call (or text) me @                           . 

 

Are you LOVING the samples?  GREAT!  
Please contact me ASAP, so I can set you up with  

your own dōTERRA wholesale account! 
 
  

Not getting the relief/help you had hoped for? That’s OK!  Everyone is different! 
Contact me ASAP, so that I can give you a different essential oil,  

that might work better for you! 

THE “OIL BIBLE”  

Go to OilLife.com (or Amazon) and purchase The Essential Life book. 
This will be your biggest & best resource as you’re getting started.  

Want it for FREE? Just place a 100+ PV loyalty rewards {LRP} order, 
the month after you enroll, and I’ll send it to you FREE as a gift! 


